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All female rap group featuring the legendary Monie Love, Carolina 
Dirty, MyVerse & Dominique LaRue on J.Rawls Polar Ent. label! 
Production by J.Rawls and Mr.Lawnge of Black Sheep!  
 
Individually they are: Carolina Dirty, Dominique Larue, Monie Love and MyVerse.  
But collaboratively they make up “Heresy”, an all female Hip Hop group that is going to quickly 
remind you what you have been missing in Hip Hop music.  
  
The four ladies, all well-established Emcees in their own right come through the door already 
adorned with various achievements and wearing their experience in the game like jewels.  
What started out as a Hip Hop dream in the mind of music trailblazer and heavy hitter, Monie 
Love is now a reality.  
Carolina Dirty – No longer the “New Girl in Town” the North Carolina native has proven her 
reputation for soulfully coming hard on a track to be true. She consistently delivers on arrival 
using her musical skills and quickly adapting to any beat, making her an exciting Emcee to 
listen to and watch for.  
  
Dominique Larue – Also known as simply Larue, is a lyrically loaded Emcee born and bred in 
Columbus, Ohio. D. Larue has been described as “A breath of fresh air that brings her 
artistically sharp and unique perspective to today’s Hip Hop.” Don’t let her calm and controlled 
demeanor mislead you, lyrically she goes in with a vengeance and comes back out, still solid.  
  
Monie Love – A certified member of Hip Hop history already, this spitfire Emcee originally from 
London, England is well respected, well connected and well received. Monie Love is a two time 
Grammy Award nominee and her contribution in Heresy is only a part in the ongoing and 
growing role she continues to play in Hip-Hop.  
  
MyVerse – A product of a Puerto Rican and Panamanian upbringing, Natalia or MyVerse 
started as a poet and writer. A native of Orlando, Florida and a skilled wordsmith from the very 
beginning, she found that her talent for writing and performing was best showcased when 
fused together in the world changing art form known as Hip- Hop.  
Together these ladies are a voice for the voiceless, a well-mixed combination of strength and 
femininity. In Heresy, they share their stories – and represent for women everywhere.  
  
Sales Points  
Group features: MONIE LOVE – first album in over 20 years. Member of acclaimed Hip-Hop 
Collective The Native Tongues (De La Soul, Queen Latifah, A Tribe Called Quest, Mos Def, 
Jungle Brothers, Blacksheep) – Grammy Nominated emcee who appears on Queen Latifah’s 
“Ladies First”  
  
Also featuring production from Mista Lawnge of Blacksheep and J Rawls.  
  
First singles: “Da Call Out” prod. By Mista Lawnge and “Hip-Hop (An Ode to Rock Steady 
Crew) prod. By J Rawlsfeat. ILLA J and “Bills” feat. Masta Ace have garnered international 
attention on blogs such as HipHopDX, Okayplayer, HipHopSite.com, and many more. These 
singles are already getting spins on Sirrius Satellite Radio including DJ Premiere Headquarters 
Show, DJ Eclipse Rap is Outta Control, Tony Touch’s Toca Tuesdays and Mr. Choc’s Soul 
Assassins Radio.  
  
https://twitter.com/weareheresy 
https://soundcloud.com/user9989844 
www.polarentllc.com  

 
 
 
Tracklist 
 
1. Da Call Out 
2. Hip Hop (An ODE To The 
Mighty RSC) 
3. One Dream 
4. Say It Real Slow 
5. Clinkity Clank 
 
6. Da Call Out (Instrumental) 
7. Hip-Hip (Instrumental) 
8. One Dream (Instrumental) 
9. Say It Real Slow (Instrumental) 
10. Clinkity Clank (Instrumental) 
11. The Highway (Bonus Track) 
 
 
 


